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Testing 6 USB cables with airspy hf+ and RPI3. 

ABSTRACT 

Six different USB were tested for its ability to radiate RF spurs on a SDR system setup consisting in a 
SDR receiver Airspy HF+ SN: 37313039 and a mini arm computer Raspberry Pi3. Antenna was a 
K9AY for HF and a vertical wire dipole 2x50cm for VHF located 3m apart from the receiver. Testing 
was performed at two centre frequencies of 7166khz HF and 145.1375 MHz VHF, by capturing the 
screen of the SDR# (in server/client setup) set at 82.5Khz bandwidth in HF and 660khz on VHF. 
Some cables were unusable due to excessive QRM on HF and VHF. Two cables were the best ones 
with no noticeable QRM in HF and still important QRM in VHF. Ten to twelve turns onto a 140/77 
toroid cleaned up the VHF spectrum and the improvement was still noticeable in HF. 

Materials and methods 

QTH is a hilltop small building (2x2x2.5m) Solar powered. Used in the past for VHF repeater, Radio 
cluster and some VHF/HF testing. Now it is a RX site (VHF,HF,MF, LF). Many different SDR 
hardware/software have been successfully used in the past but, now due to its low power 
requirements airspy HF+ have replaced all previous hardware. 

Data link 

2 x Ubiquity bullet M5HP are used connected to 80cm TV SAR dish in remote Site and a small 
24Dbi Grid antenna is used at home. Path length is about 22km and data bandwidth ranges from 
80 to 120 Mbps on average upload/download.  

Power supply 

Solar setup: 12V system with a 140W polycrystalline solar panel 

Solar controller Epsolar LS3024B V2.22+V7.16 

USB-RS485 interface. 

12-5V DCDC 

Extensive use of RFI prevention measures (toroid, common mode and differential mode filters, 
etc). 

Battery 12V 150AH Hoppecke OPZV. 

Extensive use of electrical protections. 

Four channel remote control is developed by modifying the Ubiquity Bullet M5HP at the remote, 
removing the RSSI led, interfacing with optocouplers and 12V relays. By SSH login on the bullet HP 
we can control 4 channels with 0W power resting cost. 



 

Receiver system 

One SDR receiver Airspy HF+ SN: 37313039 Firmware V1.2 

One arm minicomputer Raspberry PI3B running Raspbian stretch lite, spyserver software and 
Virtualhere usb server software. The setup was used also for Airspy HF+ firmware 
update/calibration and Realtime solar system monitoring. 

Six different micro usb cables chosen from the available ones in at the moment of test. Three 
other cables were discarded as the airspy hf+ was not detected by the RPi3. 

Four 140/77 toroid and some snap-on ferrite cores. 

HF Antenna is a homebrew K9AY 18m perimeter, 9:1 transformer on a 140/77 toroid and a 
500-ohm resistor. 

Antenna earth using two 1.5m copper bars. 

VHF Antenna is a vertical wire dipole 50+50cm directly connected to 3m RG58. 

FTP ethernet cables  

PC Microsoft surface + USB-ethernet adapter 

Software SDR# ver 1.0.0.1644 

All HF test were completed in less than one hour for all cables and with equal settings in SDR# 
(zoom, contrast, gain, offset). The bandwidth was 82.5KHz and the centre frequency was 7166 
KHz. 

All VHF test have been performed in less than an hour with equal settings in SDR# (zoom, contrast, 
gain, offset) setting a bandwidth was 660KHz and the centre frequency was 145.1375Mhz 

 



RESULTS 

1-HF Test (7166 Khz) 82,5khz bandwidth using six different USB cables. Test were performed 
with the same settings and in less than one-hour period. 

Cable 
cable I (1m long unknown brand + 10 turns on a 140/77 toroid) 

 

Cable II (30cm long unknown brand with two turns on a snap-on ferrite toroid ) 



 

Cable III Ecomoto (1m long Motorola cable, no toroid) 

 

 

Cable III Ecomoto (1m long Motorola + 10 turns on a 140/77 toroid) 

 



 

Cable IV (1m long unknown brand + 10 turns on a 140/77 cable) 

 

 

Cable V (unknown brand 1m long USB cable) 

 



 

Cable VI (nice looking 1m long cable with integrated toroid purchased along with the SDR) 



2-VHF Test (147.1375MHz) 660KHZ bandwidth using six different USB cables. Test were 
performed with the same settings and in less than one-hour period. 

 

cable I (1m long unknown brand + 10 turns on a 140/77 toroid) 

 

 

Cable II (30cm long unknown brand with two turns on a Snap-On ferrite toroid ) 



 

 

Cable III Ecomoto (1m Motorola cable, no toroid) 

 

 

Cable III Ecomoto (1m long Motorola + 10 turns on a 140/77 toroid) 



 

Cable IV (1m long unknown brand + 10 turns on a 140/77 cable) 

 

 

Cable V (unknown brand 1m long USB cable) 

 



 

Cable VI (nice looking 1m long cable with integrated toroid, purchased along with the SDR) 

 

Discussion 

USB cable between the RPi3 and Airspy hf+ can be an important source of QRM if RX antenna is 
close to the receiver or the RF noise is propagated along power, ethernet, earth cables. In this 
system, with the RX antennas near the receiver, most cables ruined the good RX quality of the 
Remote QTH. 

Only two cables, cable III and Cable IV, could be used without chocking for a clean 7MHz Rx use. All 
the remainder cables produced a very high level of RF noise, impairing the reception of weak 
signals. 

In VHF the results were similar but, the choke was necessary to clean the spectrum even when 
using the high-quality USB cables. 

The addition of choke was a big improvement in VHF but could be noticed in HF, so its 
recommended. 77 material core is a high permeability core so experimentation have to be done 
for other type of core composites. 

The best cable was an old ECOMOTO micro USB cable, borrowed from my wife’s old Motorola 
Smartphone. Two additional cables were purchased on EBAY with identical results. 

Not shown test results, found that another good USB cable have the same behaviour as Motorola 
regarding to the low EMI, it was a Volutz® 1m USB cable, purchased from Amazon or EBAY (Volutz 
Equilibrium Cables Series Nylon Braided MICROUSB to USB Cable). This cable is our choice for 
future projects although Ecomoto has a very slight edge in VHF noise (visual perception). 



 

Conclusion 

A cheap USB cable can ruin a good RX Site. Attention must be paid to every component of the RX 
system not trusting from nice looking cables or devices. 

SDR is an invaluable tool to check for all sort of interfering devices but, also a portable multiband 
receiver can be used to chase odd emitting electronic sources. 

Maybe the cause of RFI can be traced to the USB design of the Raspberry PI3. A Orange pi board 
have been ordered to test this and check performance with the Gigabit ethernet chip of the 
Orange PI, compared to the 100Mbps ethernet from the RPI3 (connected to the USB bus). 

 

References-links 

FT-140-77 toroid. http://www.amidoncorp.com/ft-140-77/ 

SDR# https://airspy.com/download 

Virtual here USB server/client software https://www.virtualhere.com/ 

Volutz USB equilibrium series http://volutz.com/ Cables can be purchased from EBAY, Amazon and 
others. 

Ecomoto microUSB cable. Can be purchased on Ebay and others as original microUSB Motorola 
cable. 
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